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1. Introduction
Schema matching is a critical step in many applications, including: data
integration, data warehousing, e-business, semantic query processing, peer
data management, and semantic web applications. In this work, we focus on
schema matching in the context of data integration [1], where the goal is the
creation of mappings between heterogeneous data sources (heterogeneous in
format and structure). Mappings are obtained by a schema matching system
by using a set of semantic matches (e.g. location = area) between different
schemata. A powerful means to discover matches is the understanding of
the “meaning” behind the names denoting schema elements, “labels” in the
following [2]. In this context, lexical annotation, i.e. the explicit association
of a meaning to a label w.r.t. a thesaurus (WordNet [3] in our case) is a key
tool.
The strength of a thesaurus, like WordNet (WN), is the presence of a wide
network of semantic relationships among word meanings, thus providing a
corresponding inferred semantic network of lexical relationships among the
labels of different schemata. Its weakness, is that it does not cover different
domains of knowledge with the same detail and that many domain-dependent
words, or non-dictionary words, may not be present in it. Non-dictionary
words include Compound Nouns (CNs) (e.g. “company address”), abbrevia-
tions (e.g. “QTY”) and acronyms (e.g. WSD-Word Sense Disambiguation).
The result of automatic lexical annotation techniques is strongly affected
by the presence of such non-dictionary words in schemata. For this rea-
son, a method to expand abbreviations and to semantically “interpret” CNs
is required. In the following, we will refer to this method as schema label
normalization. Schema label normalization helps in the identification of sim-
ilarities between labels coming from different data sources, thus improving
schema mapping accuracy.
A manual process of schema label normalization is laborious, time con-
suming and itself prone to errors. Starting from our previous work on
semi-automatic lexical annotation of structured and semi-structured data
sources [4], we propose a semi-automatic method for the normalization of
schema labels that is able to expand abbreviations and acronyms, and to
enrich WN with new CNs. Our approach uses only schema-level information
and can thus be used in scenarios where data instances are not available [5].
Our method is implemented in the MOMIS (Mediator envirOnment for
Multiple Information Sources) system [1, 6]. However, it may be applied in
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Figure 1: Graph representation of two schemata with elements containing abbreviations
and CNs: (a) relational database schema, (b) XML schema.
general in the context of schema mapping discovery, ontology merging, data
integration systems, and web interface integration. Moreover, it might be
effective for reverse engineering tasks, e.g. when an ER schema needs to be
extracted from a legacy database.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the
problem in the context of schema matching; in Section 3, a brief overview
of the method is given; in Sections 4, 5, and 6, we describe the subsequent
phases of our method: label preprocessing, abbreviation expansion and CN
interpretation. In Section 7, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the method
with extensive experiments on real-world data sets. A comparison of our
method with related work is presented in Section 8. Finally, in Section 9, we
make some concluding remarks and illustrate our future work.
2. Problem definition
Element labels represent an important source for assessing similarity be-
tween schema elements. This can be done semantically by comparing their
meanings.
Definition 1. Lexical annotation of a schema label is the explicit assignment
of a meaning to the label w.r.t. a thesaurus.
Starting from the lexical annotation of schema labels, we can derive lex-
ical relationships between them on the basis of the semantic relationships
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defined in WN between their meanings.
Definition 2. Let S and T be two heterogeneous schemata, and ES =
{s1, ..., sn} and ET = {t1, ..., tk}, respectively, the set of labels of S and T.
A lexical relationship is defined as the triple < si, tj, R > where si ∈ ES,
tj ∈ ET and R specifies a lexical relationship between si and tj. The lexical
relationships are:
• SYN (SYNonym-of): defined between two labels that are synonymous
(it corresponds to a WN synonym relationship);
• BT (Broader Term): defined between two labels where the first is more
general then the second (the opposite of BT is NT, Narrower Term; it
corresponds to a WN hypernym/hyponym relationship);
• RT (Related Term): defined between two labels that are in a meronym
hierarchy (it corresponds to a WN meronym relationship).
Definition 3. A compound noun (CN) is a word composed of two or
more words, called CN constituents. It is used to denote a concept, and can
be interpreted based on the meanings of its constituents.
Definition 4. An abbreviation/acronym is a shortened form of a word or
phrase, that consists of one or more letters taken from the word or phrase.
In the following we will refer to both abbreviations and acronyms with the
term abbreviations.
Figure 1 shows two schemata to be integrated which contain many la-
bels in form of non-dictionary CNs (e.g. “CustomerName”), acronyms (e.g.
“PO”) and abbreviations (e.g. “QTY”). These labels do not have an entry
in the lexical dictionary, thus they need to be manually or automatically pro-
cessed in order to be “annotated” w.r.t. WN. Schema label normalization
(also called linguistic normalization in [7]) is the reduction of the form of
each label to some standardized form. In our case, with label normalization
we mean the processes of abbreviation expansion and CN interpretation.
Definition 5. The interpretation of a CN is the task of determining the
semantic relationship that hold among the constituents of a CN.
Definition 6. Abbreviation expansion is the task of finding a relevant ex-
pansion (long form) for a given abbreviation (short form).
Schema label normalization improves the schema matching process by
reducing the number of discovered false positive/false negative relationships.
Definition 7. Let < si, tj, R > be a lexical relationship. This is a false
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positive relationship if the concept denoted by the label si is not related by R
to the concept denoted by the label tj.
For example, let us consider the two schema labels “CustomerName”
and “CLIENTADDRESS”, to be found in the schemata “PurchaseOrder”
a nd “PO” respectively (Figure 1). If we annotate separately the terms
“Customer” and “Name”, and “CLIENT” and “ADDRESS”, then we will
discover a SYN relationship between them, because the terms “Customer”
and “CLIENT” share the same WN meaning. In this way, a false positive
relationship is discovered because these two CNs represent “semantically dis-
tant” schema elements.
Other approaches in the literature [8, 9] propose to split CNs into separate
words and then compare the meaning of the individual constituents in order
to compute a similarity score. In these works, the largest the number of
common meanings between two CNs, the highest their similarity. Let us
consider three schema elements, shown in (Figure 1): “CustomerOrderID”
in the “PurchaseOrder” schema, and “CLIENTID” and “ORDERID” in the
“PO” schema. By using the previously described approach, we discover two
SYN relationships between these CNs: one between “CustomerOrderID” and
“CLIENTID” as they share the same meaning for the terms “CLIENT”
and “Customer”, and the term “ID”; and one between “CustomerOrderID”
and “ORDERID”, as they share the same meaning for the terms “ORDER”
and “Order”, and for the term “ID”. As in both cases the CNs share the
meaning of two constituents, these relationships will be assigned the same
similarity value. However, the relationship between “CustomerOrderID” and
“CLIENTID” is a false positive relationship.
Definition 8. Let < si, tj, R > be a lexical relationship. R is a false negative
relationship if the concept denoted by the label si is related by R to the concept
denoted by the label tj but the schema matching process does not return this
relationship.
Let us consider two corresponding schema labels: “amount” in the “Pur-
chaseOrder” source and “QTY” (abbreviation for “quantity”) in the “PO”
source (Figure 1). Without abbreviation expansion, we would not discover
that there exists a SYN relationship between the elements “amount” and
“QTY”.
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Figure 2: Overview of the schema label normalization method.
3. Overview of the schema label normalization method
As shown in Figure 2, the schema label normalization method consists of
three steps: (1) schema label preprocessing, (2) abbreviation expansion and
(3) CN interpretation.
In this Section, we briefly analyze the different phases and describe a
simple example of the application of the normalization method on the schema
element “DeliveryCO” belonging to the “PurchaseOrder” schema in Figure 1.
Schema Label Preprocessing
The input of schema label preprocessing is the set of schema element labels.
During this phase, we automatically select the labels to be normalized (for
details see Section 4). The output of this module are the tokenized labels
classified into four groups (as shown in Figure 2): WN terms (i.e. labels hav-
ing an entry in WN which do not need normalization, e.g. “FIRSTNAME”)
abbreviations (e.g. “QTY”), CNs (e.g. “PurchaseOrder”), and CNs with
abbreviations (e.g. “DeliveryCO”). For instance, the schema label “Deliv-
eryCO” is selected for normalization, thus it is tokenized in two single words
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“Delivery” and “CO” and finally, it is classified as a CNs that contains the
abbreviation “CO”.
Abbreviation Expansion
The input of abbreviation expansion are the schema labels classified as ab-
breviations or CNs with abbreviations (as shown in Figure 2). During this
phase, each abbreviation is expanded with the most relevant long form by
using the information provided by the schemata and abbreviation dictionar-
ies (for details see Section 5). For instance, the abbreviation “CO” of the
CN “DeliveryCO”, is expanded as “Company”.
CN Interpretation
The input of CN interpretation are the schema labels classified as CNs and
CNs with expanded abbreviations(as shown in Figure 2). During this phase,
the constituents of a CN are annotated w.r.t. WN by applying a WSD (Word
Sense Disambiguation) algorithm; then, starting from these annotations we
discover a semantic relationship between the constituents (for details see
Section 6). For instance, for the CN “Delivery Company”, the semantic
relationship “MAKE” is selected. In the end, a new WN meaning for the
CN is created and inserted in WN.
In conclusion, the output of the normalization method applied on the
schema label “DeliveryCO” is the normalized label “Delivery Company” with
its interpretation (“Company MAKE Delivery”).
4. Schema label preprocessing
To perform schema label normalization, schema labels need to be prepro-
cessed. Schema label preprocessing is divided into three main sub-steps (as
shown in Figure 2): (1) identification, (2) tokenization, (3) classification.
Step 1. Identification
The goal is to identify those schema labels that do not have an entry in WN
and thus need to be normalized.
CNs (e.g. “company name”) and abbreviations (e.g. “GDP”, standing for
“Gross Domestic Product”) having an entry in WN need no normalization.
Moreover, we identify a set of exceptions (called schema standard abbrevia-
tions in Section 5) that, although they have an entry in WN are mostly used
as abbreviations in the context of schemata (e.g. “id”, which is a state in
the Rocky Mountains in WN, is often used as a short form of “identifier”
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in schemata). All such abbreviations are gathered in a “user-defined dictio-
nary” and automatically identified for normalization.
Definition 9. A label needs to be normalized if it occurs on the list of schema
standard abbreviations or if it does not have an entry in WN.
Step 2. Tokenization
This step tokenizes the previously identified labels by using one of the ap-
proaches described in [10]: the simple (ST) approach is based on camel case
and punctuation; the greedy approach hands also multi-word labels with-
out clearly defined word boundaries (e.g. “WHSECODE”). The latter uses
simple tokenization to split the label around explicit word boundaries into
single words and then for each non-dictionary word iteratively looks for the
biggest prefixing/suffixing dictionary word or schema standard abbreviation.
We consider two alternative variants of greedy tokenization: GT/WN, which
makes use of WN to identify dictionary words, and GT/Ispell, that makes
use of the English word list in Ispell1.
Step 3. Classification
This step classifies tokenized labels into four groups: dictionary words that
exist in WN, abbreviations that need expansion, CNs that need interpreta-
tion, and CNs containing abbreviations that need both expansion and inter-
pretation. The same heuristic rules as those used during the identification
step are applied here. However, abbreviations might be expanded as WN
terms (e.g. “CO” as “Company”) or CNs (e.g. “CO” as “Company Order”).
Because of this, the classification step is performed again after abbreviation
expansion in order to identify non-dictionary CNs2.
For instance, let us assume we are preprocessing the “DeliveryCO” label
(shown in Figure 1). This label is neither a dictionary word nor a schema
standard abbreviation and therefore it needs to be normalized. The tokeniza-
tion, based on camel case, splits it into: “Delivery” and “CO” words. The
classification identifies “Delivery CO” as a CN with the abbreviation “CO”.
1Ispell is a popular tool for the correction of spelling errors: http://wordlist.
sourceforge.net/.
2We decided to omit this further classification step in Figure 2 for increased clarity -
the Figure would have contained a confusion of arrows.
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Schema from Type URL
Freeway relational http://freeway.sourceforge.net
Zen Cart E-Commerce relational http://zencart.sourceforge.net
phpMyAdmin relational http://phpmyadmin.net
MediaWiki relational http://mediawiki.org
eCanteen relational http://ecanteen.sourceforge.net
Freeside relational http://freshmeat.net/projects/freeside
ImpressCMS relational http://impresscms.sourceforge.net
Open Travel Alliance XSD http://opentravel.org
Geography Markup
Language
XSD http://www.opengeospatial.org/
standards/gml
XML Common Busi-
ness Language
XSD http://xcbl.org
XWebTD Web service XSD http://ws.xwebservices.com/XWebTD/V1/
Order_Types.xsd
Extended camera on-
tology
OWL http://hnsp.inf-bb.uni-jena.de/
opossum/
Table 1: Schemata analyzed for manual abbreviation expansion.
5. Abbreviation expansion
A schema can contain both standard and ad hoc abbreviations. Stan-
dard abbreviations either denote important and frequent domain concepts
(domain standard abbreviations), e.g. “Co” (Company), or are commonly
used by schema designers but do not belong to any specific domain (schema
standard abbreviations ), e.g. “Nbr” (Number). For instance, the OTA stan-
dard3 contains a list of recommended schema standard abbreviations. On the
other hand, ad hoc abbreviations are mainly created by a schema designer
to save space, and include from phrases that would not be abbreviated in
textual sources (where there are no term length limitation) [11, 12].
5.1. Expansion resources
To observe how different types of abbreviations can be handled auto-
matically, we analyzed short forms and their corresponding long forms in
several open-source schemata (see Table 1 for a list). Based on our manual
inspection, we found four expansion resources relevant for finding possible
long form candidates: (1) local context (LC), (2) complementary schemata
3OpenTravel Alliance XML schema for the travel industry. Available online at http:
//www.opentravel.org/.
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(CS), (3) an online abbreviation dictionary (OD), and (4) a user-defined dic-
tionary (UD). To define the local context and the complementary schemata
resources, let us suppose sf to be a short form identified in a schema label l.
The label l is either an attribute name of a class c or a class name belonging
to a schema s. The local context of sf is then the class c or the schema
s. The complementary schemata are the other schemata that have to be
integrated with the schema s. Local context and complementary schemata
are particularly relevant for expanding ad hoc abbreviations and may con-
tain relevant expansions because they belong to the same domain or related
domains. It is common practice to abbreviate a class name when it is used
in an attribute name (for instance, the “SHIPMENT” class in Figure 1 con-
tains the attributes “SHIPADDRESS”, “SHIPID” and “SHIPCOMPANY”,
where “SHIP” is an abbreviation for “SHIPMENT”). For the complemen-
tary schemata, we observed, for instance, that the short form “UOM” in
the XML schema (Figure 1b) can be expanded with long form “Unit Of
Measure” from the relational database schema (Figure 1a). An online abbre-
viation dictionary (in our case Abbreviations.com4) is particularly useful for
expanding domain standard abbreviations. Online abbreviation dictionaries
are co-authored by online communities and thus scale well to the number of
abbreviations, possible expansions and covered domains.
Finally, the user-defined dictionary is initially bootstrapped with schema
standard abbreviations from schema design guidelines for the OTA standard.
Since real-world schemata in companies often use company-specific codes
(e.g. “X09CCDE”) that will not appear in any public dictionary, the designer
may enrich the user-defined dictionary with such abbreviations.
5.2. Abbreviation expansion algorithm
To handle different types of abbreviations the algorithm uses the four
aforementioned resources.The abbreviation expansion algorithm can be di-
vided into three main steps (as shown in Figure 2): (1) searching candidate
long forms; (2) scoring the candidate long forms; (3) selecting the most ap-
propriate long form. In the following, we describe each step in detail.
Step 1. Searching candidate long forms from expansion resources
We look for possible long form candidates in the local context and in the com-
4http:\\www.abbreviations.com
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Pattern Regular expression Short
form
Long form
Acronym c0[a-z]+c1[a-z]+. . .[a-z]+cn mfag medical first aid
guide
Prefix sf[a-z]+ dep department
Dropped Let-
ter
c0[a-z]*c1[a-z]*. . .[a-z]*cn dept department
Combination
Word
c0[a-z]*?c1[a-z]*?. . .[a-z]*?cn pdef period defined
first
Table 2: List of abbreviation patterns given in the order in which they are evaluated for
a short form [13]. A pattern is a regular expression created from the characters of a short
form: sf = coc1 . . . cn. All regular expressions are case insensitive.
plementary schemata using the four abbreviation patterns proposed in [13]
and listed in Table 2. These abbreviation patterns cover the most common
strategies of abbreviating a phrase in English5 and are used in a certain or-
der, starting from the most conservative to avoid matching incorrect expan-
sions. Only the first matching candidate in the text is considered. Moreover,
the algorithm tries to find an entry for the target sf into the online and
user-defined dictionaries; it returns all the long forms returned by these two
expansion resources.
Let us focus on the expansion of the “CO” abbreviation contained in the
“DeliveryCO” label. The local context of “DeliveryCO”, in this case, is its
schema, while the schema “PO” is the complementary schema. The abbrevia-
tion expansion algorithm receives the following expansions: (a) {“Company”,
“Colorado”, and “Check Out”} from the online dictionary (b) no expansion
from the local context, (c) {“Company”} from the complementary schemata.
Next, the algorithm merges the lists of long form candidates into a single list:
{“Company”, “Colorado”, “Check Out”}.
Step 2. Scoring the candidate long forms
For the user-defined dictionary, the local context and the complementary
schemata the score of lfi is 1 if lfi is found in the given resource; otherwise,
the score is 0.
5Abbreviation patterns may vary depending on the language they are written in. In
this work, we focus on the English language, however, as future work we are interested to
extend our method to deal with multi-language schemata.
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The online dictionary may suggest more than one long form for a given
short form. When multiple long forms are suggested, we propose a tech-
nique based on two factors: (a) the number of domains a given long form
shares with the schemata to be integrated and (b) its “popularity” in these
domains6. The information about the domain of a long form and its domain-
specific relevance can be found in online dictionaries like Abbreviations.com.
The entries in the online dictionary for a short form sf can be modeled as
a combination of a long form lfi and the domain d in which it appears with
the associated popularity p(< lfi; d >). To compute a score for each online
dictionary expansion, we need to identify the main domains of the schemata
to be integrated. We use WordNet Domains (WN Domains)7, which is an
extension of WN that assigns one or more domains to each WN synset.
Using the algorithm proposed in [4], we compute the prevalent domains for
the schemata. The algorithm examines all possible WN synsets connected to
all the labels in the schemata and extracts all domains associated with these
synsets. Next, it returns the top m prevalent domains8.
We define the score of a long form candidate, scOD(lfi), as follows:
scOD(lfi) =
∑
d∈D(lfi)∩D(schemata)
p(< lfi; d >)
Pschemata
where D(schemata) is the list of prevalent domains (of WN Domains) as-
sociated with the schemata to integrate and D(lfi) is the list of domains
associated by the online dictionary to the long form lfi. Pschemata is used as
a normalizing constant, and is defined as the sum of the popularity of all the
long form candidates for the short form sf :
Pschemata =
∑
j
∑
d∈D(lfi)∩D(schemata)
p(< lfj; d >)
The domain taxonomy used by Abbreviations.com is different from the
one in WN Domains. To translate the dictionary domains of a long form
6The term “popularity” is used in the Abbreviations.com dictionary to denote the
relevance of an expansion for a given abbreviation in a specific domain. Unfortunately,
the online dictionary does not explain how the popularity value has been estimated (e.g.
if it is based on the frequency of expanded forms in some domain-specific corpora).
7http://wndomains.itc.it/
8We use m := 3.
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into WN Domains, we have manually defined 102 mappings between the two
taxonomies.
For example, “Commerce”, “Sociology”, and “Metrology” are the preva-
lent domains for the schemata in Figure 1. For the abbreviation “CO” the
online dictionary returns the following expansions: “Company” (Business),
“Colorado” (Regional), “Check Out” (Medical). However, among these three
entries only the first is relevant, because its category is mapped onto the
“Commerce” domain of WN Domains (one of the schema domains); we ob-
tain scOD(Company) = 1.
Step 3. Selecting the most appropriate long form
During this step, for each previously identified long form lfi the algorithm
computes a combined score sc(lfi) ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the algorithm selects the
top-scoring long form candidate. If the list of long form candidates is empty,
the original short form is preserved. Hence, the score sc(lfi) is computed by
combining scores from the individual resources:
sc(lfi) = αUD · scUD(lfi) + αCS · scCS(lfi) + αLC · scLC(lfi) + αOD · scOD(lfi)
where αUD + αCS + αLC + αOD = 1 are weights of resource relevance. The
resource relevance corresponds to degree to which a resource provides rele-
vant expansions. As we have observed (see Section 5.1), particular expansion
resources are more relevant for expanding ad hoc abbreviations as opposed to
domain standard abbreviations. However, the syntax of an abbreviation does
not provide any means for distinguishing between abbreviation types (stan-
dard or ad hoc), therefore, we are unable to choose in advance the expansion
resource that is more relevant. Alternatively, we started by the following
considerations: expansions provided by the user-defined dictionary best cor-
respond to the user’s intention, as she/he can fully control the dictionary
content; the context is the second relevant resource as it uses a vocabulary
that closely reflects the intention of the schema designer who abbreviated the
labels; finally, the complementary schema is less relevant than the context
because it is (usually) designed by other schema designers, but it still uses
vocabulary from the same, or a related, domain. Starting from this analysis,
we selected the following as default weights of decreasing value9: αUD = 0.4,
9We verified our assumptions in preliminary, informal experiments over several data
sources (different from the ones used in Section 7) and we found this to be the optimal
configuration for evaluated schemata.
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αLC = 0.3, αCS = 0.2 and αOD = 0.1. These weights can be further modified
by the designer.
For example, the score for the long form candidate “Company” of the
abbreviation “CO” becomes:
sc(Company) = 0.3 ∗ 1 + 0.2 ∗ 1 = 0.5
6. Compound noun interpretation
In the NLP (Natural Language Processing) literature different CN classi-
fications have been proposed [14, 15]. In this work, we use the classification
introduced in [14], where CNs are classified in four distinct categories: endo-
centric, exocentric, copulative, and appositional.
Endocentric CNs consist of a head (i.e. the categorical part that contains
the basic meaning of the whole CN) and modifiers, which restrict the meaning
of the head. An endocentric CN exhibits a modifier-head structure, where the
head noun occurs always after the modifiers. Endocentric CNs are often not
included in dictionaries, but they can be interpreted by using the knowledge
about their constituents. Based on this property, endocentric CNs can be
also defined as transparent [16].
On the contrary, exocentric CNs do not have a head and are usually repre-
sented by a single word. Their meaning cannot be inferred from the meaning
of its constituents (e.g. “pickpocket”, “loudmouth”) and their semantics is
deviant: for example, a “white-collar” is neither a kind of collar nor a white
thing, but a particular socioeconomic status.
Copulative compounds are CNs which have two semantic heads (e.g. “bit-
tersweet”, “sleepwalk”). The constituents of this kind of CNs are character-
ized by the fact that none of the two constituents seems in any sense more
important than the other.
Finally, appositional compounds refer to CNs that have two (contrary)
attributes (e.g. “actor director”, “maid servant”).
In this work, we only consider endocentric CNs. Our restriction is moti-
vated by the following observations: (1) the vast majority of CNs in schemata
fall in endocentric category; (2) endocentric CNs are the most common type
of CNs in English; (3) exocentric and copulative CNs, which are represented
by a unique word, are often present in a dictionary; (4) appositional CNs are
not very common in English and less likely used as elements of a schema.
Moreover, we performed a set of tests in order to verify that endocentric
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CNs are also the main category of CNs in the context of structured and
semi-structured data sources. Our tests showed that, on average, endocen-
tric CNs account for 78% of the total number of CNs appearing in a given
source10.
The constituents of endocentric compounds are noun-noun or adjective-
noun, where the adjective derives from a noun (e.g. “Asian food”, where the
adjective “Asian” derives from the noun “Asia”). We consider endocentric
CNs composed of only two constituents, because CNs consisting of more
than two words can be constructed recursively by bracketing them into pairs
of words and then interpreting each pair. In the following, we will refer to
endocentric CNs simply as CNs.
Our method can be summed up into four main steps (as shown in Fig-
ure 2): (1) CN constituent disambiguation; (2) redundant constituent iden-
tification; (3) CN interpretation via semantic relationships; (4) creation of a
new WN meaning for a CN.
Step 1. CN constituent disambiguation
In this step, the WN synset of each constituent is chosen in two moves:
1. Compound Noun part of speech tagging : this step performs the part of
speech analysis of CN constituents, in order to identify the syntactic
category of its head and modifier. We use the Stanford part of speech
tagger [18] 11. If the CN does not fall under the endocentric syntac-
tic structure (noun-noun or adjective-noun where the adjective derives
from a noun), then it is ignored. For example, the constituents of the
CN “Delivery Company” both belong to the noun syntactic category;
2. Disambiguating head and modifier : this step is part of the general
lexical disambiguation problem. By applying our Combined Word
10These tests have been performed on several real data sources, containing several CNs,
in different domains and formats (relational and XML): the first three levels of a subtree
of the Yahoo and Google directories (“society and culture” and “society”, respectively);
three schemata of an application scenario (ICT-A partner search) of the NeP4B project,
available at www.dbgroup.unimo.it/nep4b/NeP4BScenarioICTA.xml; the test schemata
number 6 (RDB vs. Star datawarehouse schema) and the test schemata number 5 avail-
able at (CIDX and Excel) used in [17], available at http://dit.unitn.it/~accord/
Experimentaldesign.html
11The Stanford part of speech tagger is freely available at http://nlp.stanford.edu/
software/tagger.shtml#Download
15
Figure 3: The CN interpretation process.
Sense Disambiguation (CWSD) algorithm [4] each word is automat-
ically mapped onto its corresponding WN synset.
CWSD is an algorithm and a tool for the automatic annotation of struc-
tured and semi-structured data sources. Instead of being targeted to textual
data sources like most of the traditional WSD algorithms, CWSD exploits
the structure of data sources together with the lexical knowledge associ-
ated with schema elements to discover the right meaning to be associated
with each word. CWSD is composed of two algorithms: SD (Structural
Disambiguation) and WND (WordNet Domains Disambiguation). SD tries
to disambiguate source terms by using semantic relationships inferred from
the structure of data sources (intra-schema relationships) and WND tries to
disambiguate the terms using domain information supplied by WN Domains.
We agree with [19] that WSD can significantly improve the accuracy of
CN interpretation.
For example, as shown in Figure 3a, for the schema elements “Deliv-
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eryCO”, previously expanded as “Delivery Company”, we obtain the two
constituents annotated with the correspondentWNmeanings (i.e. “Company#1”
and “Delivery#1”
12).
Step 2. Redundant constituent identification and pruning
During this step, we control whether a CN constituent is a redundant word.
Definition 10.. A redundant word is a word that does not contribute new
information, as its semantics contribution can be derived from the schema or
from the lexical resource.
The typical situation in a schema is when the name of a class is a part
of its attribute name, see for instance the “SHIPADDRESS” attribute of
the “SHIPMENT” class (Figure 1). The “SHIPADDRESS” attribute is ex-
panded in the abbreviation expansion phase as “SHIPMENT ADDRESS”.
As a result, the constituent class name is not considered, because the rela-
tionship that hold among a class and its attributes can be derived from the
schema. Moreover, a redundant word exists when one of the constituents is
a hypernym/hyponym of the other, e.g. the CN “mammal animal” where
the meaning associated by CWSD to the head “animal” is a hyponym of
the meaning associated to the modifier “mammal”. The information that “a
mammal is a kind of animal” is redundant because it can be directly derived
from the WN hierarchy.
Step 3. CN interpretation via semantic relationships
This step concerns selecting from a set of predefined relationships the one
that best captures the semantic relation between the meanings of a head and
a modifier.
In the literature, several sets of semantic relationships have been pro-
posed. Levi defines a set of nine possible semantic relationships to interpret
CNs [15] (shown in Table 3) In contrast, Finin claims an unlimited number
of semantic relationships [20]. In [14] the problem of identifying a set of rela-
tionships is sidestepped: the semantics of a CN is then simply the assertion of
an unspecified relationship between its constituents. Other sets of semantic
12#1 is a standard notation used in the WN literature to indicate the first WN meaning
associated to a word; a similar way, the second WN meaning for a work will be indicated
as #2.
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Relationship Definition Example
MAKE 1 H MAKE M honey bee
MAKE 2 M MAKE H daisy chains
CAUSE 1 H CAUSE M flu virus
CAUSE 2 M CAUSE H snow blindness
HAVE 1 H HAVE M college town
HAVE 2 M HAVE H company assets
USE H USE M water wheel
BE H BE M chocolate bar
IN H IN M mountain lodge
FOR H FOR M headache pills
FROM H FROM M bacon grease
ABOUT H ABOUT M adventure story
Table 3: The Levi’s set of semantic relationships (M= modifier, H= head).
relationships to interpret CNs are proposed in [19, 21, 22].
The choice of the set of semantic relationships for CN interpretation has
frequently been discussed in the NLP literature [23]: one criticism is that the
variety of relationships is so great that listing them is impossible; moreover,
when the semantic set is too wide often it is difficult to say which relationship
should be applied to a certain CN, and there are many cases where many
relationships seem appropriate [24].
In our method, we decided to use the Levi’s semantic relationship set,
whose nine types of relationship are a common subset to several approaches
of CN interpretation. A more detailed explanation of the reasons for this
decision will be provided in the following.
Following [25], our method is based on an assumption: the semantic
relationship between the head and modifier of a CN is derived from the one
that hold between their top level WN nouns in the WN noun hierarchy.
Top levels of a lexical resource include concepts that make important
ontological distinctions, and although they contain relatively few concepts,
these concepts are important for the task of CN interpretation and cover all
different conceptual and lexical domains present in the lexical resource. In
particular, the WN nouns hierarchy has been proven to be very useful in the
CN interpretation task [23]. The top level concepts of the WN hierarchy are
the 25 unique beginners (e.g. act, animal, artifact etc.) for WN English nouns
defined by Miller in [3] (see Figure 4). In particular, in WN a unique beginner
is a noun synset (i.e. a synset belonging to the noun syntactic category, thus
belonging to the WN noun hierarchy) with no hypernymy synsets. These
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Figure 4: The 25 unique beginners for the WN noun hierarchy.
unique beginners are related to other synsets through hyponym relationships
(e.g. in Figure 3b the unique beginner “Group#1” is related through a chain
of hyponym relationships to the synset “Company#1”), and they cover dis-
tinct conceptual and lexical domains [3]. As these unique beginners cover all
noun synsets in WN, by annotating all the possible combinations of unique
beginners we can infer the semantic relationship for all the possible pairs of
noun-noun (and adjective-noun where the adjective derives from a noun) in
WN.
Our decision to use Levi’s set should now appear clear: an excessive
granularity of the set of semantic relationships is not suitable to interpret the
relevant pair of WN unique beginners: on this hierarchy level, it is difficult
to express fine differences among the relationships, and a very detailed and
fine interpretation of CNs is not required in the context of semi-automatic
data integration. Moreover, as shown in Table 3, each Levi’s relationship is
associated with a definition (i.e. the paraphrase of the relationship) which
can profitably be exploited during the process of WN meaning creation (see
below Step 4).
For each possible pair of unique beginners, we manually associate the
relationship from Levi’s set that best describes the meaning of the pair.
For example, for the unique beginner pair “group and act” we chose Levi’s
relationship MAKE (e.g. “group MAKE act”), which can be expressed as
“a group that performs an act”. In this way, as shown in Figure 3b, we are
able to interpret the label “Delivery Company” with the MAKE relationship,
because “Company” is a hyponym of “group” and “Delivery” is a hyponym
of “act”.
Our method required an initial human intervention aimed at associating
the Levi’s relationship to each pair of unique beginners: as WN has 25 unique
beginners we associated a semantic relationship from Levi’s set to 625 pairs of
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unique beginners13. This human intervention may be considered acceptable,
when compared with the effort required by traditional approaches based on
a pre-tagged corpora [21, 26], as will be discussed in Section 8. Moreover,
our method is independent from the domain under consideration and can be
applied to any thesaurus providing a wide network of hyponym/hypernym
relationships between meanings.
Step 4. Creation of a new WN meaning for a CN
During this step, we automatically create a new WN meaning for a CN
starting from the meanings of its constituents and using the discovered rela-
tionship. We distinguish the following two steps:
1. Gloss definition: a WN gloss is the definition and explanation in natu-
ral language of the meaning of a term14. Starting from the relationship
associated to a CN and exploiting the glosses of the CN constituents, we
create the gloss to be associated to a CN. To create a new gloss for the
CN, we need to express in natural language the meanings of a semantic
relationship. As previously described, we chose to interpret CNs ac-
cording to Levi’s relationships, which can be used directly in the gloss.
As shown in Figure 3c, the glosses of the constituents “Company” and
“Delivery”, are joined by means of Levi’s relationship MAKE. The new
gloss for the CN “Delivery Company”, thus, becomes “An institution
created to conduct business MAKE the act of delivering or distributing
something”
2. Inclusion of a new CN meaning in WN : the insertion of a new CN
meaning into the WN hierarchy implies the definition of its relation-
ships with the other WN meanings. As the concept denoted by a CN
is a subset of the concept denoted by the head, we assume that a CN
inherits most of its semantics from its head [14]. Starting from this
consideration, we can infer that the CN is related, in the WN hierar-
chy, to its head by a hyponym relationship. Moreover, we represent the
CN semantics related to its modifier by inserting a generic relationship
RT (Related term), corresponding to the WN relationships member
13The 625 pairs of unique beginners were annotated by two Ph.D student; while a third
annotator intervened in cases of disagreement.
14In WN, “gloss” is the standard term. Each synset, is associated with one and only
one gloss which can optionally include some example sentences.
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meronym, part meronym, substance meronym. As RT is a bidirectional
relationship, it also includes the inverse relationships part holonym, part
holonym and substance holonym. During this step, we also automati-
cally control if other new CNs with the same head have been previously
inserted in WN. For example, if we need to insert in WN a new mean-
ing for the CN “student name” and we have previously inserted the
CN “person name”, we control if there exists a hyponym/hypernym re-
lationship between the modifiers “person” and “student”. In this case,
we insert the new meaning for the CN “student name” as a hyponym
of the already inserted CN “person name”. However, the insertion of
these two relationships is not sufficient; it is also necessary to discover
the relationships of the new inserted meaning w.r.t. the other WN
meanings. To this end, we use the WNEditor tool to create/manage
the new meaning and to set relationships between it and the existing
WN meanings [6]. The WNEditor automatically retrieves a list of can-
didate WN meanings sharing similarities with the new meaning. The
designer is then asked to explicitly declare the type of relationship (e.g.
hyponymy or meronymy15) to be established between the new meaning
and the others, if any. Figure 3d illustrates this step with and example.
7. Experimental evaluation
Our evaluation goals were as follows: (1) measuring and explaining the
performance of our method, (2) checking whether our method improves the
lexical annotation process and finally (3) estimating the effect of schema
label normalization on the lexical relationship discovery process. To achieve
these goals we conducted detailed experiments. The method was integrated
within the MOMIS system. Schema label normalization is performed during
the lexical annotation phase of MOMIS: in particular, during this phase,
each schema element of a local source is semi-automatically annotated by
the CWSD algorithm.
7.1. Experimental setup
We tested the effectiveness of our method in several real integration sce-
narios.
15For a complete list of the WN relationships see http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
man/wngloss.7WN.html.
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Figure 5: Feature summary of the data sets.
Data Sets. To evaluate our method, we used the following five data
sets: (1) GeneX, (2) Mondial, (3) Amalgam (an integration benchmark for
bibliographic data [27]), (4) TCP-H, and (5) PurchaseOrder (which contains
Paragon schema and the OpenTrans e-business standard schema). Each data
set consists of two schemata that need to be integrated. These data sets16
have been used in several schema matching experiments [28, 29]. Figure 5
summarizes the features of the schemata. We chose these data sets for the
following reasons: they are particularly suitable to evaluate schema normal-
ization as they contain several non-dictionary words; they represent different
application domains; finally, they contain both relational (RDB) and XML
schemata (with different XML formats: XML schema, DTD, XDR).
16All the data sets are publicly available at http://queens.db.toronto.edu/
project/clio/index.php\#testschemas and http://dbs.uni-leipzig.de/Research/
coma_index.html
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Experimental methodology. To assess the quality of our method, gold
standards were created for each normalization phase as well as for the lexical
annotation and the lexical relationship discovery process. The gold standards
were manually generated by a human expert. The results obtained in each
experiment were compared w.r.t. the corresponding gold standard.
External resources. The experiments were carried out by using the
lexical database WN 2.0, its extension WN Domains 3.2 and the Abbrevia-
tions.com dictionary as external sources.
Experimental Measures. To evaluate the performance of our method
we used the quality measures defined in [30]. We compared the gold stan-
dards with the automatic results obtained by using our method. For each
experimental phase we determined: the true positives, i.e. correct results
(TP), as well as the false positives (FP) and the false negatives (FN). Based
on the cardinalities of these sets, the following quality measures were com-
puted:
• Precision= |TP ||TP |+|FP |
• Recall= |TP ||FN |+|TP |
• F-Measure= 2 ∗ Precision∗Recall
Precision+Recall
Precision and recall originate from the field of information retrieval but have
also been commonly used in schema matching and NLP studies.
7.2. Evaluating normalization
The normalization method consists of different phases. Since the errors
of each phase can accumulate in subsequent phases, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of each phase first separately and then as a whole.
7.2.1. Schema label preprocessing evaluation
In order to perform a complete evaluation of this phase, we evaluated
tokenization separately and then identification and classification together, as
they are based on the same heuristics (see Section 4).
Evaluating tokenization. We evaluated three tokenization methods: (1)
ST—simple, (2) GT/WN—greedy with WN and (3) GT/Ispell—greedy with
the Ispell English word list as a dictionary (see Section 4). We evaluated to-
kenization only for labels identified for normalization in the gold standard.
The GT/WN shows the worst F-Measure (on average 64%), because WN
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Figure 6: Performance of schema normalization for the different phases (schema label
preprocessing (with GT/Ispell tokenization), abbreviation expansion, CN interpretation)
and for the whole normalization method.
contains many short abbreviations (e.g. “auth” is tokenized to: “au”, “th”).
For the remaining two tokenization methods, the F-Measure was affected by
the nature of the schema labels, but the GT/Ispell (F-Measure 86%) was
on average 7% more accurate and more stable (6% standard deviation in
F-Measure in contrast with 26% for the ST method).
Evaluating identification and classification. If a label is not identified
for normalization, the whole normalization method might return incorrect
expansions or unnecessary interpreted CNs. To estimate how relevant the
problem of identification and classification is we tested those steps separately.
Identification achieved 96% recall (averaged over all evaluated schemata),
meaning that 4% of the labels with abbreviations were not recognized. This
is because some abbreviations are ambiguous since they are also dictionary
words in WN. Amalgam and TCP-H schemata contain such difficult abbrevi-
ations, e.g. “RID” standing for “Record Identifier”, which is also a synonym
of the verb “free” in WN. The same reason caused a more marked drop in
recall (on average 78%) for the classification of manually tokenized labels,
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especially for GeneX (54%). Finally, a number of errors were caused by the
presence of stop words (e.g. “to”) in schema labels that do not have an entry
in WN.
7.3. Evaluating abbreviation expansion
We evaluated automatic abbreviation expansion starting from the man-
ually preprocessed labels (gold standard). We used the default relevance
weights for expansion resources described in Section 5.2 (αUD = 0.4, αLC =
0.3, αCS = 0.2, αOD = 0.1). During the evaluation, an expanded abbrevia-
tion was considered a TP (i.e. correctly expanded) if the automatic expansion
was the same as the one returned by the gold standard; if not, it was con-
sidered a FP expansion. FN expansions were all the expansions rendered
by the gold standard but not returned by the algorithm. The results of the
algorithm are presented in Figure 6. The algorithm provided correct expan-
sions on average for 74% of the abbreviations. Evaluating the output of the
algorithm, we found that 99% of the errors were caused by the lack of cor-
rect expansions from expansion resources, while only 1% of the errors were
caused by incorrect selection (from among the long form candidates). This
indicates that the default relevance weights lead to the selection of a relevant
expansion in most cases.
Since most errors were caused by deficiencies in the quality of expansion
resources, we investigated the contribution of each expansion resource to
the final performance of the algorithm. We individually evaluated the F-
Measure for the single expansion resources, for the internal resources (LC
plus CS) and for the external resources (OD plus UD). Results are presented
in Table 4. If we treat the user-defined dictionary as a baseline for our test,
we observe that other resources are less correct in providing expansions, but
their combination is a good strategy: it leads to significant improvement over
the baseline.
It thus make sense to focus on the quality of each individual expansion
resource. TCP-H data sets, with an F-Measure of 55%, revealed the poor
quality of the chosen online abbreviation dictionary. For instance, the short
form “mfgr” does not have any expansion in Abbreviations.com, but we
found the correct expansion “manufacturer group” in AcronymFinder17, an
alternative dictionary. When we used the local context or the complementary
17http://www.acronymfinder.com/
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UD OD LC CS external internal all
0.41 0.13 0.09 0.22 0.46 0.27 0.71
Table 4: F-Measure of the use of particular expansion resources in the abbreviation ex-
pansion algorithm (the value shown is the average value over all schemata).
schemata, the algorithm suggested words that are also abbreviations in the
schemata as candidate expansions. This points to the need of improving
the algorithm for the extraction of long form candidates. However, there
are deficiencies on which a user integrating schema may not have influence.
For instance, the PurchaseOrder data sets benefit from the complementary
schemata resource much less (4%) then all other data sets (on average 22%).
The results in Figure 6 also show that the F-Measure of a particular expansion
resource ranges widely among schemata. The only general strategy to provide
relevant expansions for a variety of schemata is thus to combine a diversity
of expansion resources.
7.3.1. Evaluating CN interpretation
In this phase the gold standard is represented by the manual interpre-
tation of all CNs contained in the data sets. During the evaluation, a CN
was considered a TP (i.e. correctly interpreted) if the automatically selected
Levi’s relationship was the same as the one returned by the gold standard. If
not, it was considered a FP interpretation. FN interpretations were obtained
for all the interpretations contained in the gold standard but not returned
by our method.
As shown in Figure 6, the CN interpretation method obtained good re-
sults on both precision (on average 81%) and recall (on average 70%), and
consequently on F-Measure (on average 75%). In all data sets, the recall value
was affected by the presence in the schemata of non-endocentric CNs (such
as “ManualPublished”, “isMember” or “InProceedings”) that our method is
not able to interpret. Moreover, the GeneX, PurchaseOrder, and Mondial
data sets also contain schema elements labeled with digits (e.g. “sea 2” or
“treatment list sequence 1”). As digits are dictionary words in WN, these
CNs were automatically considered endocentric and interpreted incorrectly
by our method. These incorrect interpretations mainly stem from the fact
that the problem of the presence of digits in schema labels needs to be treated
in a different way.
The poorest performance was obtained for the GeneX data set. There are
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Figure 7: Lexical Annotation Evaluation.
two main reasons for this: first, GeneX contains several complex CNs com-
posed by three or four constituents (e.g. “GEML”, expanded as “gene ex-
pression markup language”, or “AM FACTORVALUE”, expanded as “array
measurement factor value”) which are difficult to interpret even for a human
expert; second, in this source the number of non-endocentric CNs is greater
than in the other data sets (20% of the total number of CNs in GeneX). On
the other hand, for the PurchaseOrder data set we obtained good results on
both precision and recall, although the set contains several complex CNs.
The pruning step (see Section 6 - Step 2) significantly helps in reducing the
complexity of CNs (e.g. the attribute label “ORDERCHANGE ITEM LIST”
of the class “ORDERCHANGE” in the Paragon schema is reduced to the
CN “ITEM LIST”).
7.3.2. Evaluating the whole schema normalization method
The input of the whole schema normalization method is the set of the
original schema labels and the output is the set of normalized schema labels.
The method has been evaluated with the GT/Ispell tokenization method
that achieved the best results for the considered schemata. Figure 6 shows
the result of the whole method. We obtained good results for both precision
and recall (the average precision is 63% and the average recall is 72%).
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Figure 8: Lexical Relationship Evaluation.
7.4. Evaluating the impact of normalization on lexical annotation
The evaluation of the lexical annotation process was carried out by com-
paring the annotations returned by CWSD (starting from automatically nor-
malized schemata) w.r.t. the gold standard. The gold standard was created
by manually annotating each schema element w.r.t WN starting from man-
ually normalized schemata. During the evaluation, a schema element anno-
tation was considered a TP (i.e. correctly annotated) if the WN meaning
selected by CWSD was the same as the one returned by the gold standard;
otherwise, it was considered an FP annotation. We obtained FN annotations
when the schema elements were incorrectly annotated or not annotated at
all.
Figure 7 shows the result of lexical annotation performed by CWSD with
and without our normalization method. In this experiment the poorest per-
formance was obtained once again on the GeneX data set. However, the
results show that, by using our normalization method, we are able to signifi-
cantly improve the F-Measure for each data set. In particular, the improve-
ment is more evident when schemata contain several non-dictionary words
(e.g. the Amalgam and PurchaseOrder data sets). Without schema normal-
ization CWSD obtains a low recall value for each data set, because many
CNs and abbreviations are present in the schemata. The application of our
method increases recall while preserving a good precision.
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7.5. Evaluating the impact of normalization on lexical relationships
To create the gold standard for the lexical relationship discovery process,
we manually mapped the schema elements with the appropriate lexical rela-
tionships. During the evaluation, a lexical relationship was considered a TP
(i.e. a correct lexical relationship) if it was present in the set of manually
determined lexical relationships (gold standard). If not, it was considered
a FP relationship. FN relationships included all the relationships that were
not returned by the automatic lexical relationship discovery process. During
this evaluation, we decided to consider only “synonymy” (SYN) and “hyper-
nymy/hyponymy”(BT/NT) relationships and not the “related term” (RT)
relationships. This decision is supported by two main observations: RT rela-
tionships have minor relevance w.r.t. BT and SYN relationships; moreover,
when the number of schema elements to be mapped becomes very large, the
creation of the gold standard including RT relationships becomes difficult
and error-prone even for a human designer.
Figure 8 shows the result of the lexical relationship discovery process with
and without normalization. In the first case, the lexical relationship discovery
process was performed without abbreviation expansion and by considering
the constituents of a CN as single words with an associated WN meaning.
Without schema label normalization we discovered few lexical relationships;
the low value of precision was due to the presence of many false positive
relationships. Moreover, recall was particularly low because many lexical
relationships between schema elements labeled with abbreviation were not
discovered. Hence, in general, the lexical relationship discovery process with-
out normalization establishes the incorrect lexical relationships between the
schema labels that share some words. Instead, with our method we are able
to significantly improve recall and precision (and F-Measure).
Another observation to be drawn from the graph is that, surprisingly,
the lexical relationship discovery process outperforms the lexical annota-
tion process. There are different reasons for this: several incorrectly nor-
malized (and consequently incorrectly annotated) schema labels are not re-
lated to any element in the other schema to be integrated. For instance,
in the TCP H data sets, the labels “mfgr” and “ph” (abbreviations for
“manufacturer group” and “phone”) are normalized incorrectly and they
are not connected to any element in the complementary schemata. The
same holds true for the labels “language” and “update code” in Amal-
gam. Moreover, there are some lucky cases where, even if the schema el-
ements are normalized and annotated incorrectly, a correct lexical relation-
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ship is discovered in GeneX, for instance, between the incorrectly normal-
ized and annotated schema elements “Schema1.array.image an params” and
“Schema2.ARRAYMEASUREMENT.IMAGE AN PARAMS” a correct SYN
lexical relationships is discovered. Consequently, some errors in the normal-
ization method did not affect the performance of the lexical relationship
discovery process.
8. Related work
Work related to the issues discussed in this article are in the area of
linguistic normalization, normalization techniques in schema matching and
finally the use of WN in schema matching.
8.1. Linguistic Normalization
In recent years, the problem of linguistic normalization has received much
attention in different areas such as: machine translation, information ex-
traction and information retrieval. However, the problems of abbreviation
expansion and CN interpretation were originally conceived as fundamental
tasks in the field of NLP.
In the NLP area, many works dealing with the abbreviation expansion
task, take advantage of a set of assumptions commonly verified in textual
sources. For example, words in text documents have clearly defined word
boundaries and thus the tokenization process is trivial. Some approaches
suppose that abbreviations are words employing a specific syntax: for ex-
ample, Taghva and Gilbreth [31] propose to consider only upper-case words
of three to ten characters as acronyms. Other approaches assume that ex-
pansions often occur together in close proximity, i.e. in explicit position
patterns, as for instance “long form (short form)” [32, 33]. However, these
assumptions are not satisfied in structured and semi-structured data sources,
and consequently, the corresponding approaches cannot be successfully ap-
plied in our context. More specifically, schema labels do not have clearly
defined word boundaries, thus making tokenization a more challenging task.
Furthermore, it is not possible to classify words as abbreviations based on
their syntax, because schemata often contain upper case labels regardless of
whether they are short forms or long forms. Finally, alternative strategies
need to be applied to find expansions, because their position in the schema
is not explicitly given or even there might even be no corresponding expan-
sions in the content of the schema (for instance, the expansion “Number” for
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the schema element “ItemNbr” in Figure 1 is present neither in the context
schema nor in the complementary schema). Our solution addresses all those
limitations.
When expanding abbreviations, potential expansions cannot always be
found in a single source. [34] proposes an ISSAC (Integrated Scoring for
Spelling error correction, Abbreviation expansion and Case restoration) method
that makes use of several resources (online abbreviation dictionaries, generic
and domain specific corpora) to find correct forms of terms (including ex-
pansions). External text corpora may provide expansions for ad hoc ab-
breviations, while external dictionaries are generally suitable for expanding
standard abbreviations as they provide content that has been verified (e.g.
by dictionary editors). Similarly to ISSAC, our abbreviation expansion algo-
rithm makes use of more resources to compute a list of candidate long forms.
However, ISSAC does not assign different relevance to expansions coming
from different sources. So far, we have not compared our algorithm to IS-
SAC as this is applied on textual sources and it is not directly applicable
to structured and semi-structured data sources. Adoption and evaluation of
this method in our context is part of our future work.
As regards the task of CN interpretation, many works in the literature
involve costly pre-tagged corpora and heavy manual intervention to collect
training data. In [21] the authors extracted several CNs (3966 couples of
noun-noun CNs) from a corpus and manually annotated them. 80% of these
CNs were used as training data to automatically annotate the remaining 20%
of the CNs. In [26], in order to collect training data, 2169 pairs of noun-noun
CNs were extracted from the Wall Street Journal and manually annotated by
using a set of 20 semantic relationships. Half of this set was used as training
data to automatically annotate the remaining 50% of the CNs. Our method
required to manually annotate a smaller number of pairs of noun-noun CNs
(625 pairs of noun-noun unique beginners, see Section 6).
There are three other main problems with corpus-based methods: (1)
there has been some underlying assumption in terms of domain or range of
interpretations; this leads to problems in scalability and portability to novel
domains; (2) there is a trade-off between how much training data (pre-tagged
corpora) is used and the performance of the method; (3) human intervention
is required not only to manually annotated the right relationship for CNs,
but also to select and filter the training data from large corpora..
Following [25], we claim that the cost of acquiring knowledge from man-
ually tagged corpora for different domains may overshadow the benefit of
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interpreting the CNs. Our CN interpretation method is domain-independent
as it does not require to prepare training data on the basis of the domain
under consideration.
8.2. Normalization techniques in schema matching systems
As observed, the presence of non-dictionary words in schema element
labels (including CNs and abbreviations) may affect the quality of schema
element matching and requires additional techniques to be dealt with [35].
Surprisingly, current schema integration systems either do not consider
the problem of abbreviation expansion at all or solve it in a non-scalable way
by including a user-defined abbreviation dictionary or by using only simple
string comparison techniques.
For instance, both the well known CUPID [17] and COMA [28] schema
matching systems overcome the problem of abbreviation by relying on the
availability of a complete user-defined dictionary or a tool for abbreviation
expansion.
Dealing with short forms using a user-defined dictionary only suffers from
a lack of scalability: (a) the dictionary cannot handle ad hoc abbreviations;
(b) same abbreviations can have different expansions depending on the do-
main, which means that an intervention of a schema/domain expert is still
required; and (c) the dictionary evolves over time and it is necessary to
maintain the table of abbreviations.
Some works have tried to address the limitations of the user-defined dic-
tionary approach. For instance, the Similarity Flooding [36] algorithm can
detect matches between elements labeled with simple ad hoc abbreviations
and the corresponding long forms. They do not expand abbreviations but
use simple string comparison techniques; more precisely, they compare com-
mon prefixes and suffixes of literals and are thus able to detect a match
between, for instance, elements such as “Dep” and “Department”. However,
syntactical methods are not able to bring to the surface the semantics of
abbreviations. In contrast with our method, they cannot detect a match
between synonyms like “QTY” (short form of “quantity”) and “amount”.
The problem of ad hoc abbreviations has been further addressed by Rati-
nov and Gudes [11] by employing an external text corpus as the source for
potential abbreviation expansions. The authors focus on the extraction of
possible expansions for a given abbreviation but they do not provide any sup-
port to select the most relevant one. Text corpora can be relevant sources
to expand ad hoc abbreviations, but they suffer from some limitations: they
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do not provide explicit information useful for selecting a relevant expansion
for an ambiguous abbreviation (i.e. abbreviation that can have more than
one possible expansion). Therefore, in some cases the list of the suggested
expansion candidates for a given short form is very long (several hundreds in
the discussed approach) and it is not ranked. On the contrary, our method
is able to assign a weight to each candidate long form and to automatically
select the top-scoring one.
The problem of ambiguous abbreviations occurring in the user-defined
dictionary has been addressed in [37] with predefined domain-dependent
transformation rules, e.g. “SSN” → “Social Security Number” (for the
schema that belongs to accounting domain) and “SSN” → “System Study
Number” (the military domain). Again, in contrast w.r.t. our method, the
need to manually define a priori rules requires intensive manual effort and
thus limits the scalability as well as the user-defined dictionary.
Similarly to the abbreviation expansion problem, few papers address the
problem of CN interpretation in schema matching area. In [8] a preliminary
CNs comparison for ontology mapping is proposed. This approach suffers
from two main problems: first, it starts from the assumption that the on-
tology entities are accompanied by comments that contain words expressing
the relationship between the constituents of a CN; second, it is based on
a set of manually created rules. Xu and Embley in [38] perform attribute
matching by using WN as an external resource. They recognize the prob-
lem of the presence of non-dictionary words among attribute labels, but in
contrast with our method, abbreviation expansion and CN interpretation are
manually executed.
The S-Match [2, 39] and CtxMatch [40] algorithms discover semantic
matching by analyzing the meaning codified in the entities and the structures
of ontolgies and by using WN as an external semantic source. CNs that are
not present in WN are split into single words and their meaning is represented
as the intersection of the single constituent meanings. In contrast with our
method, they do not make distinctions between head and modifier nor enrich
WN with the new CNs. H-Match [41], similarly to MOMIS, creates a common
thesaurus of semantic relationships among the schema elements. This tool
deal with the problem of CNs by inserting, in the common thesaurus, a
hypernym/hyponym relationship between the CN and its head, and a generic
RT relationship between the CN and its constituents. However, in contrast
with our approach, H-match does not perform constituent disambiguation,
constituent redundant identification, and CN interpretation and does not
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enrich WN with new CNs.
Other schema and ontology matching tools do not interpret nor normal-
ize CNs but they treat the constituents of a CN in isolation [8, 9, 42, 43].
This oversimplification leads to the discovery of false positive relationships,
thus negatively affecting the matching results (as shown in the example in
Section 2).
Another way to overcome the problem of limited amount of useful schema
information and meaningless schema labels (as in the case of presence of
several non-dictionary words) is the use of instance-level schema matching
techniques [5], which exploit the information associated with data instances.
For example, the value of instances can be used to select the right expansion
for an ambiguous abbreviation (for instance, if the column name is “tel” and
the possible expansions are “telephone” or “Technology Enhanced Learning”
we can decide on what expansion must be chosen based on the instances
values). The main drawback of these approaches is that there are several
situations where data instances are not available due to security reasons or
restricted license authorizations [44].
8.3. The use of WN in schema matching systems
Semantic taxonomies and thesauri such as WN [3] are a key source of
knowledge for NLP applications, and provide structured information about
semantic relations between concepts [45]. We opted to use WN because it is
the most commonly used English lexical thesaurus for the task of WSD [46];
however, our normalization method can be easily adapted to use other the-
sauri that provide a network of semantic relationships among meanings like
WN does.
Potentially, all matchers that exploit WN or some other thesaurus to
discover semantic relationships can integrate the techniques of abbreviation
expansion and/or CN interpretation and thus refine the relationships involv-
ing non-dictionary words (e.g. some of these matchers are CtxMatch [40],
S-Match [39], H-Match [41], OLA [47]).
For instance, CtxMatch uses a semantic matching approach that is a se-
quential composition of two techniques. At the element level it uses WN to
find initial matching among classes (CtxMatch2 [48] improves on CtxMatch
by handling ontology properties). At the structure level, it exploits descrip-
tion logic reasoners to compute the final alignments. CtxMatch makes an
essential use of linguistic resources to identify the meanings of an element,
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although it does not make any disambiguation on the set of all possible mean-
ings of a element. Our method can be apply even on a matching system that
does not disambiguate the labels. As CtxMatch is not able to deal with ab-
breviations, it could take advantage of our method to find the best candidate
long form for the nodes labeled with abbreviations. Then it can process the
normalized label to compute the meaning of an element.
9. Conclusion and future work
In this article, we presented a method for the semi-automatic normaliza-
tion of schema elements labeled with abbreviations and CNs in a data inte-
gration environment. Our method can be applied to several other contexts,
including ontology merging, data-warehouses and web interface integration.
The experimental results have shown the effectiveness of our method, which
significantly improves the results of the automatic lexical annotation method,
and, as a consequence, enhances the quality of the discovered inter-schema
lexical relationships. Moreover, the effectiveness of our method becomes even
more evident for larger schemata. We showed that, due to the frequency of
non-dictionary words in schemata, a schema matching system cannot ignore
CNs and abbreviations without compromising recall.
Future work will investigate two main problems identified during the ex-
perimental evaluation: (1) the presence of stop words (e.g. “to”, “at”, “and”
etc.) and digits in schema labels [49]; and (2) the problem of false negative
non-dictionary words during the identification step (e.g. “RID” and “AID”).
Future efforts will be also devoted to : the inclusion of other domain-specific
resources to address the problem of the presence of specific domain term in
schemata (e.g. the biomedical term “aromatase”, an enzyme involved in the
production of estrogen); the use of multi-language thesauri in order to be
able to normalize schemata in a language than different English; and finally,
in the specific context of abbreviation expansion, we are also interested in
the use of the information provided by data instances (when available) as
discussed in Section 8.
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